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Overview
Using Analytics Suite and Marketing Hub to Execute a Successful Campaign
Analytics Suite & Marketing Hub is MX's powerful, fully-featured messaging and analytic 
suite. This set of tools allows your financial institution to dive into your users’ internal and 
external account data and behaviors to gain valuable insights - the types of accounts 
they have across institutions, transactions they are making, and more. In addition, this 
suite of tools enables you to use those insights to present your users with relevant and 
meaningful messages, advice or offers—through targeted campaigns.

With Analytics Suite and Marketing Hub, everything you need is right at your fingertips.

How it Works

1. Identify Opportunities
You can identify cross-sell and proactive messaging opportunities by viewing and 
analyzing data through visualizations within the Analytics Suite feature.

2. Create an Audience
Using knowledge gained from Analytics Suite, you can create an audience, or 
segment, to target a focused group of users with a timely, relevant message, offer or 
promotion within Marketing Hub.

3. Determine the Location(s)
Once you know who you’ll be targeting, choose a location to run your message. You 
can choose from various locations built into Money Management, create a custom 
space to  embed wherever you choose, such as your website or additional location 
within digital banking or export the audience for use in other systems.

4. Build a Campaign
Finally, it’s time to associate the audience, create a focused message, add a 
destination URL and define additional parameters to run the campaign.

Note: Access additional information within the Help Center here and navigate to the Admin 
and Video Galleries section.

https://mxacademy.zendesk.com/hc/en-us
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Identify Opportunities
Let’s apply these steps with a practical use case—an offer to transfer an external 
credit card balance to your financial institution, with a competitive rate.  
Note: Additional use cases can be found in the Appendix.

Analyzing User Behavior to Identify Opportunity
Each month, your users are potentially paying thousands of dollars to your direct 
competitors.  

Through Analytics Suite, you’re able to analyze user data and behaviors, and identify 
your user segment.  We can identify every user who is making payments to XYZ Bank, 
and how much money you’re losing to them each month.

Analytics Suite - Accounts
Narrow the view to only display Credit Cards - This 
includes aggregated data directly from accounts that 
have been connected to Money Management.

Charts to review include:
● Total External Accounts
● Users with External Accounts
● External Accounts by Organization
● External Accounts by Interest Rate

Discovered Accounts (if available to your institution)

Discovered Accounts relies on internal transactional 
data you already have - such as a payment to XYZ 
Bank’s credit division—to indirectly find users’ 
external accounts that are not yet connected to 
Money Management.

Charts to review include:

● Users with Discovered Accounts by Type / by 
Organization

● Total Transaction Volume to Discovered Accounts by 
Type / by Organization
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Turning User Insights Into Action

Now that you’ve analyzed your users’ data, you will create an audience - this is who you 
have identified as to who will see your promotion—it’s time to turn that knowledge into 
action.  Marketing Hub lets you create a focused, detailed, informed message to be 
seen only by the users who are most likely to respond versus launching a broad 
campaign to all your users.

Audiences uses conditions, groups, and logical operators to help you identify groups of 
users. As you add conditions, only users who match what you have designated will be 
included in the audience. 

1. Click New Campaign > Select Custom Audience and Name the Campaign
2. Click Add an Audience Condition and Expand the Accounts options

Create an Audience
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Create an Audience (continued)
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3. After Expanding the Accounts Options, Select Account Type
Refine the audience: Users with External Credit Cards
Click Update Summary on the right to see the number of users

4. Click Add an Audience Condition

5. Click Accounts and Select Interest Rate
Refine the audience: Greater than or equal to XX%
Click Update Summary on the right to see the number of users

6. Click Save Audience

 

Note: You can add additional Audience conditions like balance and/or organization as well to 
further refine the Audience.  In this use case, you may also want to layer in the discovered 
payments to credit cards (if that feature is available to your institution). 
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Determine the Location(s)

Next, determine whether to export the Audience to use the data with other systems 
and/or you can choose to leverage a location within the MX solution.  

To Export the Audience by clicking the three dots or the Export button on the left 
navigation. 
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PRO TIP
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Build a Campaign
Finally, you’re ready to build the campaign.  Custom Campaigns allow you to send 
targeted messaging to pre-set locations within the MX solutions, as well as spaces 
outside MX solutions with Embedded Spaces (if applicable to your institution). 

Custom campaigns can be set as continuous, meaning the campaign will be sent to 
users in your selected audience and to new users who meet the audience criteria in the 
future. A continuous campaign does not mean a campaign will continuously go to the 
same users. Rather, it means the campaign will be sent to users who are newly added 
to an Audience.

To create a Custom Campaign:

1. Select Campaigns and click Create Campaign in the top right corner 
2. Enter a Campaign Name and click Next

3. Select the Audience from the dropdown menu and click Next
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Build a Campaign (continued)

4. Enter or paste the destination URL. Users who interact with the campaign will be 
directed to this link. You can also select the “Campaign is static” checkbox, so an 
image or message is displayed, and users will not be redirected.

5. Choose your message type. What’s available to you will vary, depending on your 
institution's implementation of MX solutions.
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Build a Campaign (continued)

6. Add content to your campaign and click Next. The message type you select will 
determine how you configure the content of the campaign.

7. Configure the various Settings.
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Build a Campaign (continued)

8. Click Save Campaign at the top of the screen

9. Finally, select to Launch or Schedule the campaign.  You can also Edit or Delete 
the campaign if desired.



Appendix
Campaign Ideas



Use Case Analytics Suite Chart Audience

Engage with new users to drive engagement / 
education of tools available 

MoneyMap: Engagement > New Users 
Over Time

PFM Behavior: New Users + PFM Visits: 
Accounts in last month

Identify users with high interest rates in order 
to lower their rate with your card

Accounts: Credit Cards > External 
Accounts > Interest Rates by XX% (Filter 
by: Credit Cards, Mortgage, Auto, etc)

Accounts: Account Type = Credit Cards, 
Interest Rate = Greater than XX%

Identify individuals who are struggling and 
may be living paycheck to paycheck to extend 
educational opportunities available or financial 
assistance with deferment of loan payments 

Financial Health: Vulnerable Users

Spending Behavior: Total Transaction 
Volume by Category

Financial Health: Finstrong Score = 
Vulnerable, Emergency Savings Resiliency < 
X months

Transactions: Classification = Payroll 
Advance OR Transactions: Classification = 
Overdraft Fees

Engage users that have not added external 
accounts to drive value of the 360 degree 
view for financial wellness

Accounts: Users w/ External Accounts vs 
Users with Internal Accounts

PFM Behavior: Users w/PFM activity + NO 
External Account

Identify users with late fees so that you can 
educate them about creating budgets / goals 
or other financial planning services you offer

Spending Behavior: Total Transaction 
Volume by Category

Transactions: Category = Sub-categories = 
Late Fee

Understand the competitive landscape for a 
variety of account types

Discovered Accounts: Total transaction 
volume to discovered accounts, Total 
Transaction Volume to Discovered 
Accounts by Type

Discovered Accounts - Type: Mortgage, 
Organization: Wells Fargo (example)

Identify users who have incurred overdraft 
fees to ensure they are enrolled in your 
overdraft protection program

Spending Behavior: Total Transaction 
Volume by Category

Transactions: Classification = Overdraft 
Fees

Partner with local small businesses to drive 
traffic by offering discounts with competitor or 
loyalty offers.

Spending Behavior: Total Transaction 
Volume by Category

Transactions: Merchant (find business(es) in 
the search field to select)

Understand where your users hold accounts 
outside of your institution to prioritize 
campaigns

Discovered Accounts: Users with 
Discovered Accounts by Organization

Discovered Accounts - Type: Credit Cards 
(example)

Identify active mobile users with Amazon 
loyalty to drive use of debit cards leading into 
the holiday season

MoneyMap: Mobile > Active Users by 
Device

Users: Device Type = Mobile and
PFM Behavior =  Active (select time frame) 
and Transactions: Merchant = Amazon and 
Transactions:  Date of Transaction (select 
time frame)

Example Use Cases, Analytics 
& Audiences
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions

Impact of Lost or Reduced Income

Many customers/members are impacted financially by the Coronavirus due to either loss of employment or 
reduction in employment through reduced hours. Leveraging the transactional data, analysts can identify 
which recurring expenses customers typically have in a given month as well as the income received in the 
same period of time.  When combined, an income to expense ratio can be derived. Through programatically 
monitoring this ratio, customers and members whose income may have declined can be identified and 
models can predict customers/members who are at risk of not being able to meet their expense obligations.

Data Insights
● Low income to predicted expenses ratio
● Identify customers with loss of income
● Identify customers with loss of income with a mortgage

Potential Messaging
● In difficult times we realize that many of our customers face financial hardships. We are here to help 

with your  financial situation, whatever it may be. If you are experiencing a financial hardship such as 
loss of income, or reduction in income, please reach out to one of our representatives. We are here 
to help.

Mortgage Customers Example
Thank you for being a valued customer/member. In difficult times we realize that many of our customers face 
financial  hardships. We are here to help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If you encounter a 
financial  hardship that impacts your ability to pay your mortgage, know there are options available to you. 
Please reach out to one of our representatives. We are here to help.

This may be a good opportunity to have one of your call center representatives reach out directly to  
customers and members and use a similar script as above.

Possible Call-to-Actions (use data to identify which Call-to-Action is the most appropriate)
● Apply for short term loans
● Increase line of credit on credit cards
● Deferment of loan payments
● HELOCs
● Federal mortgage assistance programs
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Predatory Lending Identification

When financial hardship occurs many feel that many traditional forms of credit don’t apply to their situation.  
Unfortunately, they may turn to predatory lenders with incredibly high interest rates. In most cases, this 
worsens the situation. Many of these individuals are not aware that their financial institution has options, at 
much more favorable rates, that can really help them in a short term situation. Rather than digging themselves 
into a deeper hole they can focus on getting the financial relief they need with a path to financial stability.

Data Insights
● Using Payday Lending
● Using Predatory Loans

Potential Messaging Example
In difficult times we realize that many of our customers/members face financial hardships. We are here to 
help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If you are experiencing a financial hardship such as 
loss of income, or reduction in income, please reach out to one of our representatives. We have several 
options, regardless of your credit history. 

In hard financial times there are many predatory lenders in the market offering incredibly high interest rates  
and making it seem like these high interest loans are your only option. Please be aware we can help. As your  
partner in your financial journey we have put together programs to assist our customers by offering them 
more attractive rates for short term loans. In the end, you pay less interest. If you already have a loan with 
one of these lenders, we can still help you. Please reach out to one of our representatives to see if you 
qualify for one of these programs.

Possible Actions
● Apply for short term line of credit
● Long term personal loans
● Increase line of credit on credit cards
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Low Checking and Savings

Unfortunately crisis situations can be among the most devastating to our financial lives. Many times one is hit  
with increased medical bills while at the same time suffering lost or declined income. The unpredicted swing  
can take a typically healthy bank account and drive it to a perilously low state. Leveraging the account data 
MX can help financial institutions identify customers/members who are in dire need of immediate help.

Data Insights
● Low account balances
● Using overdraft

Potential Messaging Example
In difficult times we realize that many of our customers/members face financial hardships. We are here 
to help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If you are experiencing a financial hardship 
such as loss of  income, or reduction in income, please reach out to one of our representatives. We are 
here to help.

While we strongly advocate positive account balance, your account does have overdraft protection to 
guard against unforeseen circumstances where your accounts may go negative. Under normal 
circumstances, there are fees associated with overdraft protection. However, for a limited time we are 
waiving those fees.

Please contact us and we can work with you to get your account and your financial picture back on track.

Possible Actions
● Apply for short term line of credit
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Increased Credit Card Balances

When cash balances get low many people are forced to turn to credit. Due to the ease of access, credit 
cards are typically the first place people in financial hardship turn to. Financial institutions can leverage data 
to identify customers/members whose account balances abnormally spike. If this occurs on a third party 
account there  may be opportunities to offer customers lower rate credit card offers with balance transfers.

Data Insights
● Higher account balances
● High Interest Rate Cards

Potential Messaging Example
In difficult times we realize that many of our customers/members face financial hardships. We are here to 
help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If you are experiencing a financial hardship such as 
loss of income, or reduction in income, please reach out to one of our representatives. We are here to help.

During these times many people turn to credit card debt. Unfortunately, in many cases credit card debit is  
expensive due to high interest rates. For a limited time, we are offering introductory offers with [low interest  
rates]. These rates are designed to help you cover emergencies and other unplanned expenses. In 
conjunction with this offer, we are also offering balance transfers at [low interest rates] for the next 120-days.

Please contact us and we can work with you to get your account and your financial picture back on track.

Possible Actions
● Offer lower rate credit card
● Offer low rates for balance transfer
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Increased Late Fees

When expenses increase and income decreases the obvious happens, people struggle to meet their debt  
obligations. This results in late fees. Analysis of the financial data financial institutions can identify 
customer who are struggling to meet their financial obligations.

Data Insights
● Late fees

Potential Messaging Example
In difficult times we realize that many of our customers/members face financial hardships. We are here to 
help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If you are experiencing a financial hardship such as 
loss of income, or reduction in income, please reach out to one of our representatives. We are here to help.

Possible Actions
● Offer lower rate credit card
● Offer low rates for balance transfer
● Interest deferment
● Deferred payments to avoid late fees
● Overdraft protection (waived fees)
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Student Loan Forbearance

In financial emergencies many individuals who have large payments going to student loans may be able to  
get a forbearance depending on their history and term left on the loan. Forbearance may be a sound idea 
for customers/members experiencing short term financial hardship. Using the data financial institutions can 
identify these individuals and reach out with options.

Data Insights

● Identify users with large amounts of of student loans
● Identify users who have missed payments
● Identify best ways to reallocate student loan payments

Potential Messaging Example

● In difficult times we realize that many of our customers/members may have student loans and are 
facing financial hardships. We are here to help with your financial situation, whatever it may be. If 
you are experiencing a financial hardship such as loss of income, or reduction in income, please 
reach out to one of our  representatives. We are here to help.

Potential Actions
● Offer potential actions to reallocate student loan payment (i e., reallocate student loan payment to 

payoff high interest credit)
● Debt consolidation to a lower payment
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



No Savings Account

Savings accounts, CD accounts, and money market accounts can all be used by customers/members to 
improve financial health and gain interest on their money. These accounts each offer a secure place to 
store funds and are perfect when building up an all-important emergency fund or saving for a major 
purchase. Retention also improves as customers/members engage with your full line of products and 
offerings.

Data Insights

● Identify users who currently do not have a savings account with your institution or others aggregated
● Identify users with a checking account balance above $xx.xx 

Potential Messaging Example

● Whether you are looking to save for a home, vehicle, college or building up an emergency fund, 
we encourage you to learn more about our various high interest savings accounts. Grow your 
savings in a secure, highly accessible account. If you are interested in opening an account, 
please reach out to one of our representatives.

Potential Actions
● High interest rate Savings account
● High interest rate CD account
● High interest rate Money Market account
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Direct Deposits with a Different Institution

Becoming your member/customers primary financial institution requires that they are utilizing your products 
and services instead of your competition. Driving members/customers to deposit with your institution can 
lead to greater retention and engagement with other products. 

Data Insights

● Identify users who currently have direct deposits identified as held at another financial institution

Potential Messaging Example

● Make managing your money simpler. Switch your direct deposit from your current institution to us 
and get the most out of our personalized services, high interest rates, personal finance tools, and 
5-star mobile app and more. 

This may also be an opportunity to offer an incentive to move their direct deposit from their 
employer over to your institution.

Potential Actions
● Promotion with an incentive to switch over a direct deposit account 
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)



Adoption of Financial Wellness Resources and Actionable Tools

Financially healthy customers/members are more likely to engage with wealth products, continue making 
deposits, and ultimately be retained. Those who are struggling may not be aware of the services available 
to them that could improve their financial standing. Education and encouragement are key in driving these 
customers/members to these services.

Data Insights

● Identify users with high credit card balances
● Identify users with low checking and/or savings balances
● Identify users with late fees and/or interest charges  

Potential Messaging Example

● Learn what you can do today to improve your finances with personal financial management tools.  
The tools are easy to use and accessible through our online and mobile banking experiences.  
From seeing a 360 degree view of your accounts, regardless of institution, to creating and 
managing a budget to setting and tracking goals and so much more.  Check out everything you 
can do here <insert website page here)>.

This may also be an opportunity to cross promote a consultation with a financial advisor and/or 
financial wellness webinars, events and educational materials offered through your financial 
institution.

Potential Actions
● Cross promote MX solutions as actionable tools to complement financial wellness hosted events
● Align financial literacy education/resources from the website to MX solutions within digital banking
● Contact a financial advisor to get users on the right track
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Insights, Messaging & Call 
to Actions (continued)


